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GRAPHITE
PENCILS
tradition®

jumbo triangular

Australia’s favourite pencil!
High-quality hexagonal pencil.

High-quality jumbo triangular pencil.

110HBKP100 cup of 100 HB pencils
1102BKP100 cup of 100 2B pencils
110HBCA100 dispenser box of 100
HB pencils

1285 KP50 cup of 50 2B pencils
1285-2KP50 cup of 50 HB pencils

Noris® maxi learner

minerva

Jumbo 12-sided pencil ideal for first
writing and drawing exercises.

Good quality general purpose
hexagonal pencil.

116 12KP70 cup of 70 2B pencils

130 60-2KP cup of 100 HB

natural jumbo triangular

natural

Quality general purpose jumbo triangular
pencil.

Quality general purpose hexagonal
pencil.

119N2BKP72 cup of 72 2B pencils
119NHBKP72 cup of 72 HB pencils

130 60N0KP cup of 100 2B pencils
130 60N2KP cup of 100 HB pencils

exam eraser tip
Quality general purpose hexagonal pencil
with eraser. 2B lead, ideal for use in
exams
132N-0K100 cup of 100 2B pencils
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COLOURING
Noris® colour
High quality hexagonal colour pencil,
ideal for every student.
185 KP108 cup of 108 pencils
185 C144 box of 144 pencils
185 G288 tote tray of 288 pencils

Noris® colour triangular

Noris® maxi learner

High quality ergonomic triangular
colour pencil.

Jumbo, 12-sided coloured pencil, ideal for
first writing and drawing exercises.

187 KP108 cup of 108 pencils

126 12KP70 cup of 70 pencils

natural jumbo
triangular colour

fibre-tip pens

Jumbo natural triangular coloured pencil.

Fibre-tip pen ideal for colouring and
drawing.

1280N KP72 cup of 72 pencils

325 C144 classpack of 144 pens

Noris® jumbo markers

Noris® jumbo triangular fibre-tip pens

Jumbo colouring marker with
sturdy pressure resistant tip,
perfect for small hands.

Triangular colour fibre-tip pen.
Perfect for small hands.

340 C144 classpack of 144 markers

328-B KP48 classpack of 48 pens

WRITING
& MARKING
stick ballpoint pen
A classic product with new and improved features! New
metal tip design as well as smooth flowing, low viscosity ink.
430FA3CP50 cup of 50 fine blue pens
430FA9CP50 cup of 50 fine black pens
430MA2CP50 cup of 50 medium red pens
430MA3CP50 cup of 50 medium blue pens
430MA9CP50 cup of 50 medium black pens
430MASCP50 cup of 50 medium assorted pens
430FA9B100 dispenser box of 100 fine black pens
430MA3B100 dispenser box of 100 medium blue pens
430MA9B100 dispenser box of 100 medium black pens

stick 432 ice triangular
ballpoint pen
Triangular ballpoint pen in assorted colours.
43235MKP cup of 50 assorted pens
43235M-6KP cup of 50 purple pens

Lumocolor® whiteboard compact
Handy-sized whitebaord marker with DRY
SAFE ink. Bullet tip approx. 1-2mm.
341-9 KP32 cup of 32 black markers
341-S KP32 cup of 32 markers in assorted colours
341 G144 tote tray of 144 markers in assorted colours

Lumocolor® whiteboard marker

Lumocolor® permanent marker

High quality whiteboard marker
with DRY SAFE ink. Bullet tip
approx. 2mm.

High quality universal marker with
DRY SAFE ink. Bullet tip approx.
2mm.

351-9 KP19 cup of 19 black markers
351-3 KP19 cup of 19 blue markers
351-S KP19 cup of 19 markers in
assorted colours

352-9 KP19 cup of 19 black markers
352-S KP19 cup of 19 markers in assorted

Please contact your school specialist for more
information on our full range of products.
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